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As we move into February, we continue to find ourselves busy with new
members and working hard behind the scenes, to create a calendar of
events and training that will provide you with topical insights and issues in
business psychology in 2022. This includes finalising details for our oneday conference and awards on the 24th of March. As well as debating the
latest news and trends in the world of Business Psychology, the
conference also offers attendees the opportunity to network, network,
network, which will be a much-needed breath of fresh air, after two years of virtual events.
We’ve also got some great new initiatives planned in 2022, and earlier this month were incredibly
excited to see the pilot launch of our brand-new initiative, the ABP Biz Psych Cup. Good luck to all
of the student teams, who are from the universities of Kingston, Loughborough, UEL, UWE, Kent
and James Cook (Singapore), and a huge thanks to Arup, Natwest, Cerulean L&D and Sten10 for
their support, as well as our members who have volunteered to be Angels.
While we have welcomed in a New Year, we have also said goodbye to someone who meant a
great deal to the Association and to the world of Psychology – Professor Peter Saville, who sadly
passed away. Peter brought his love for psychology, combined with his commercial and
entrepreneurial outlook and has often been described as one of the most influential Psychologists of
our time. He was a long-standing member, supporter, friend, and benefactor of the ABP, and with his
support we were able to drive forward an agenda to support and reward success in the next
generation of business psychologists. He will be greatly missed.
Thanks,

Alex

ABP Awards & Conference -24th March 2022

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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Book now to secure your place at the ABP Awards and conference on the 24th of March. The
highlight of the Association’s calendar, delegates will get to enjoy an interactive day of speaker
sessions, networking, and case studies from our Awards Finalists, while the evening offers the
chance to let your hair down and join in the celebration of our finalists and their incredible
contribution to the world of Business Psychology.
The agenda is still being finalised, so watch this space for further updates, and in the meantime
head over to the website to find out more about the fantastic sessions that our sponsors Hogrefe,
Zircon Be Talent, Modern Hire and Lumina Learning will be hosting at the conference.

Book Now

ABP Podcast – Work is broken – An interview with Rob Baker, author of
‘Personalisation at Work’

Check out this latest ABP podcast, an engaging discussion with Rob Baker, Founder of the awardwinning consultancy Tailored Thinking, and author of ‘Personalization at Work’. Rob describes work
as a ‘straight-jacket’ and his insights into the power of job crafting make this episode well worth a
listen.

Listen Here

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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Are your decisions really your decisions?
Even simple decisions can be a complex process, and inevitably some mistakes are made but our
propensity to apply heuristics mean that the mistakes are more frequent and more far reaching
argued Dr. Mark Crowder in his presentation at the January event hosted by the ABP.
To view the full event report, click here.

ABP Volunteers of the Year
Each year the ABP set out to recognise the dedication and commitment made by an individual to
the ABP. The ABP relies on the voluntary dedication of skills, personal time and commitment
provided by our volunteers, which is invaluable to the association. We are a fortunate enough to
have a wonderful team of volunteers and in particular, we would like to thank and formally recognise
two individuals, who have gone above and beyond in a year where we have all needed to pull
together.
So, it’s our pleasure to announce, Jade Brooks and Rob Feltham as our Volunteers of the Year
2021.
To view the rest of the article, click here.

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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Member Survey Closing Soon
Our members survey will be closing soon, so if you haven’t already, we would really appreciate it if
you could take the time to complete it. It only takes five minutes, but your feedback will be
invaluable in helping us to improve our offering, and to ensure a sustainable future for the
Association and our members. There is also a chance to win a £50 voucher.

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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NexGen Survey – Last chance to complete

Our NexGen survey will be closing on the 31st of January. The ABP is working hard to make
NexGen exactly what you need as a student or early career practitioner, and your feedback will
be vital in helping us to build on our existing platform and to successfully shape the future of
NexGen.
To complete the survey, please click here.

ABP Corporate Member Update

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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We are delighted to be able to introduce our newest Corporate Members – John Queripel
Associates Limited, Pepper (UK) Ltd, RB College, Caja Ltd and APS Intelligence, and to extend our
thanks to our existing corporate members, especially those who have recently increased their
membership numbers within the ABP.
Our Corporate Membership provides organisations with increased visibility and the tools to support
their employee’s professional growth and development, as well as a platform for knowledge sharing
and the chance to keep up to date with best practice, new trends and the latest innovative research
in the market.
If your organisation is interested in an ABP Corporate Membership, click here.

ABP Biz Psych Cup Launch

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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We are really excited to launch the inaugural (pilot) event of the Biz Psych Cup with 6 great student
teams drawn from the Universities of Kingston, Loughborough, UEL, UWE, Kent and James Cook
University (Singapore). And what great names our teams have!
Kingston

-

The Invincibles

UEL

-

Forward Thinkers

UWE

-

The Four Horsewomen of the Psychologalypse

James Cook

-

The Voyagers

(Singapore)
Loughborough

-

Women of Wisdom

University of Kent

-

Kent Cognizance

To view the rest of the article, click here

Open House Member Networking – Join Us!

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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Following the success of our get-together in January, we will be hosting our next Open Member
Networking event on 30th March. The purpose of these networking sessions is to keep up to date
with what’s going on at the ABP, share stories amongst our members and get a chance to see each
other, albeit online!
Please join us for our next session.

Upcoming Events and Training

16th February, Maximising Engagement using Hybrid Working
Drawing inspiration from his book on Employee Engagement – ‘An alternative Guide to Office
Lingo’, Dan Hill (Sensory Logic) will address the serious issues around engagement,
leadership, and communication. Tess Shannon (Co-op) will also discuss how a colleague-led
approach to informing the development of hybrid working practices has worked, and how
colleague sentiment and needs have evolved through the pandemic.

Book Now

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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23rd February, How Confidence Works
During this engaging session, Professor Ian Robertson will describe how confidence is something of
a self-fulfilling prophecy and how it can be enhanced, drawing attention to the upsides and
downsides of over confidence and narcissism. He will also provide a fascinating insight into the role
of confidence in leadership.

Book Now

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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10th March, New Member Welcome Session
Our New Member Welcome Sessions give new members and those looking to join the ABP, the
chance to network with their fellow members, and to hear first-hand about all the fantastic
opportunities there are for us to engage and work with each other.

To find out more about ABP Membership, please click here.

Book Now

16th March, Careers event run by ABP Manchester Committee
Details to be announced soon. Watch this space!

Book Now

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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29th March, Maximising Organisational Effectiveness and also, it's World Autism Awareness
Day.
Successfully managing and integrating a diverse workforce has never been as challenging and yet
so important. Utilising the results of leading-edge research, Professor Ludmilla Praslova will bring a
US and international perspective to the debate on how organisations can take a more positive
approach to maximise individual and organisational performance.
We would like to thank Professor Praslova for agreeing to join us from Los Angeles on the occasion
of World Autism Day.

12th April, Leading Edge Developments in AI, and Recruitment
Speakers: Eric Sydall & Simon Davies, Modern Hire
Further information to follow.

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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3rd May, Climate Change and Business Psychology
Speaker: George Warren, Coaching, Climate Change.

Further information to follow.

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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17th May, Recruitment and Talent Management, Science or Art?
Speaker: Julie Towers, Managing Director of Penna PLC and Ann Hartley, Marketing Director.c
Further information to follow.

Jobs Board

Yellow Hat - Occupational Psychologist
SSCL is a successful business process outsourcing organisation that is transitioning to recruitment
process outsourcing. They are augmenting their Organisational Psychology capability, and so are
seeking to employ two Occupational Psychologists to join a growing core team. You will consult to
public sector clients providing design, delivery, and evaluation expertise.

Apply here
https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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SHL - Senior Consultant
SHL is the market leader in talent assessment and talent consulting globally and their consulting
team is critical to helping customers realise the impact of these assessments. The core activities for
the consulting team fall into three main areas: consulting, outsourced assessment, and enablement,
and so the key focus of your role will be in developing your capability to be able to provide the full
range of SHL’s services.

Apply here

TeamUp - Team Development Consultant
TeamUp are currently looking for someone to join the team to work closely with the founder and
director of TeamUp, George Karseras. Your role will be to learn the TeamUp methodology and train
and develop to become a no 2 consultant, able to deliver solutions to clients.

Apply here

https://ddlnk.net/IFR-7PNNC-78B6C0074B73D4E082C83EC52B674BAC6F0FCA/cr.aspx
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Cappfinity - Principal and Managing Assessment Consultants

Reporting to Assessment and Product Leads or Managing Consultants, you will help expand the
senior client-facing team leading the delivery of complex assessment client solutions at Cappfinity.
The client assessment team is responsible for leading the scope, implementation, and ongoing
evaluation of Cappfinity’s bespoke assessment solutions.

Apply here
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